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1. Background

Possessive configurations in standard Dutch:

• Possessive pronoun: mijn auto ‘my car’
• Saxon genitive: Jans auto ‘John’s car’
• Possessor doubling: Jan z’n auto ‘John his car’
• Van-PP: de auto van Jan ‘the car of John’

2. Absence of possessive marking

Subject external possessor
(1)  Piet  hef  ... de haand’n  ...  doan. 
  Piet has ... the hands  ...  done
  ‘Piet treated the (=his) hands with cream this 
  morning.’

Dative external possessor

(2)  Margriet  hef  ‘m  ... de haand’n  ... insmeert.
  Margriet has him ... the hands  ... smeared-in
  ‘Margriet rubbed his hands with cream this morning.’
              (Twente Dutch)
Band lek construction

(3)  Jan  heeft  de band  lek.   
  John has  he tire  punctured
  ‘John has a flat tire.’
          (Eastern Dutch dialects)

3. Research questions

i.   Distribution of the definite article in  
  structures like (1)-(3)?
ii.  Variation among varieties of Dutch  with 
  respect to the distribution of definite article?
iii.  Semantic contribution of definite article, in   
  particular with respect to the possessive 
  relation in the configurations in (1)-(3)?

4. Uniqueness and possession

No uniqueness + possessive interpretation
(4)  marie  het  hom  ...  de aarm  aofhakt.
  Mary has him ... the arm  chopped-off
  ‘Mary chopped off his arm last week.’ 
  = one of two arms

(Drenthe Dutch)

5. Inalienability

Vergnaud & Zubizarreta 1992, Le Bruyn 2014: ex-
ternal possession construction with body parts.

Inalienability not necessary condition for some 
Dutch constructions:
(5)  Ik heb de bloemkool  gaar.
  I have the cauliflower  done
  ‘The cauliflower is done.’

(Eastern Dutch dialects)
(6)  Loes  dreai’n  ‘m  ... de geluudknop   noar  links.
  Loes turned him ... the volume knob to  left
  ‘Loes suddenly turned his knob left.’

(Twente Dutch)

6. Generalizations

i.   Eastern Dutch dialects have a more widespread distribution of definite 
  ar ticles in constructions with a possessive interpretation than western    
  Dutch dialects (see also Van Bree 1981) 
   •  Dative possessor: commonly available in eastern Dutch, less so in    
    western Dutch

ii.  Grammatical properties of a construction play a role in allowing for an 
  ex ternal possessor:
   • Some western dialects allow dative possessor with possessum in PP
   • Some western dialects allow dative possessor with particle verb

7. Towards an analysis

Relevant issues:
 • Semantic vs syntactic definiteness
 • Unified analysis of definite descriptions (Le Bruyn 2014) vs different 
  analyses for unique and anaphoric uses of definite descriptions (Schwarz   
  2009); cross-linguistic variation with respect to definiteness
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Data collection

Band lek construction: oral 
interviews; translation and 
grammaticality judgment

External possession: written 
questionnaires; translation, 
grammatcality judgment, 
interpretation (preliminary 
results)

Ria  aaide  hem  net  over  de wang.
Ria  stroke  him  just  over  the cheek

Margriet  heeft  hem  vanochtend  de handen  met zalf   behandeld.

Margriet has him this.morning the hands  with cream treated

Marie  heeft  hem  net  de rug  ingesmeerd.

Mary has him just the back smeared-in


